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an open source Library Services Platform built to support ILS 





FOLIO: The Future Of Libraries Is Open
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What is a platform? 
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FOLIO Goals
1. To create a community where libraries can come together 
to innovate
2. To leverage open source to reduce costs that libraries 
spend for library systems and support
3. To improve products by increasing library involvement in 
development
4. To bring more choice to libraries based on their particular 
needs
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The Role of User-Centered Design
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Design first:   ux.folio.org
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The Role of User-Centered Design
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FOLIO Community Meetups 2017
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FOLIO By The Numbers, as of December 2017
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62 Developers and Designers
149 Functional experts
14+ Libraries and library consortia
10+ Service providers / Vendors
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Special Interest Groups (SIGs)
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SIG involvement gives librarians the opportunity to
• Re-Think It – everything we do, every step in the process
• Have input on each aspect – design, workflow, functionality
SIG involvement by librarians gives designers and coders
• Input from libraries of different sizes and purposes
• Insight into the shortcomings of existing library systems
• Insight into what future purposes FOLIO could serve




• Individual apps on mobile devices will allow for more work to be performed in 
the stacks
• Reduces requirements for desktop machines
• Pick and choose apps from a “marketplace”
• Libraries can use the entire suite or just parts
• Libraries can customize based on each one’s unique needs
• APIs 
• Modern, real-time connectivity to external systems
• APIs can be developed for any vendor or content provider
• Allows for more connectivity between libraries
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Base Applications
• Acquisitions
• Cataloging (Metadata Management)
• Circulation (Resource Access)
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Extending into new areas
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Ultimate Library Aspiration for FOLIO
  Control over our own fate
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Questions?
www.folio.org
@FOLIO_LSP
